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"There’s always an opportunity to make a difference."
Michael Dell

THE CURE PARKINSON’S, LONDON
Michael Maslinski, Eva Sheppard, Ezra Sofer, James Macready, Beni
Pietropiccolo and Paul Weldon from our London office will attend the ‘Grape
and Grouse’ Luncheon in aid of The Cure Parkinson’s Trust. The Cure
Parkinson's Trust is a leading Parkinson's medical research charity
committed to slowing, halting, reversing the condition and ultimately
improving the lives of those affected by the disease.

JERSEY SPORTS ASSOCIATION FOR THE DISABLED
Guy Gilson, Lauren Syddall, Stuart Dixon-Smith and the Jersey charity
committee made a formal presentation to the Jersey Sports Association
for the Disabled (JSAD) of three new sport wheelchairs they that helped
to fund in partnership with the Lady Taverners Charity. JSAD is a charitable
organisation and was formed some 27 years ago with the purpose of
providing support and encouragement to local residents with a disability who
wish to take part in sport.

COPPAFEEL, JERSEY
The Jersey office sponsored a Yoga Brunch as part of the annual ‘Coppafeel’
event. Thank you to Guy Gilson and Lauren Sydall for attending and
coordinating the occasion. Coppafeel visit Jersey to provide breast cancer
awareness education for 1,000+ schoolchildren on the island and the Jersey
team have been involved with this activity for the past four years in
partnership with the JCG Foundation.

JERSEY HOSPICE CARE
The Jersey office raised £1,100 for Jersey Hospice by taking part in the annual
Dragon Boat races in Jersey harbour. Special thanks for to Kevin Gomes for
organising the event. The Jersey Hospice is a high profile cause in Jersey
enabling patients “to live the remainder of their lives to the full, to remain at
home if they wish and to die with dignity where they choose”.

BOOST AFRICA, SOUTH AFRICA
Stonehage Fleming South Africa donated second-hand computers to Boost
Africa to help educate underprivileged learners who have unstable home
lives or experienced long absences from school. A donation was also given
towards the purchase of external hard drives. A special thank you to Koos
Rossouw, Sophia Booysen and Shaun Carter who were the drivers behind
this initiative. Boost has been in operation since 2007 and during this time,
we have helped hundreds of students stay and excel in school, despite living
in extreme poverty.

MANDELA DAY, SOUTH AFRICA
In support of Mandela Day, Stonehage Fleming South Africa donated much
needed supplies to the Princess Alice Adoption Home, a safe haven for
abandoned children. The office also supported Steynvilla Secondary School
through donating forty five scientific calculators.
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Hamish Sinclair
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Hamish heads our Group Business Development and Philanthropic Divisions. He advises a
number of international families.
He joined the Group in 2005, after three years at Credit Suisse. He qualified as a Chartered
Accountant in 2001 with Deloitte in their Financial Institutions Team.
hamish.sinclair@stonehagefleming.com

Paul Weldon
Director - Family Office
Paul is a Director in our Family Office Division, which provides advice and operational support to
wealthy families and individuals using Stonehage Fleming as an outsourced family office. He assists
global families in managing their worldwide affairs and controlling their risk.
Paul joined the Group in 2008 after working for KPMG in Johannesburg and the Cayman Islands.
He holds a Bachelor of Accounting (Honours) degree and qualified as a Chartered Accountant in
2007 and is a member of the South African Institute of Chartered Accountants (SAICA).
paul.weldon@stonehagefleming.com

